New Flushmate III 503 and 503H Series
®

Designed for stronger performance.
Meet the lastest Flushmate® III — 503 and 503H series
pressure-assisted systems with a redesigned body that
is stronger and more resilient for years of service and water
savings. Best of all, these industry leading pressurized
vessels allow for a more powerful and dependable flush
to keep your toilets clean. And they are interchangeable
with previous Flushmate III - 503 and 503H Series
versions for a no risk, no hassle upgrade.

Features and benefits
• The improved vessel design
makes the vessels stronger and
more reliable than previous
flushmate versions
• Improved drainline carry versus
previous versions
• Interchangable with existing
Flushmate pressurized systems
• Gallon for gallon Flushmate
vessels outperform gravity
toilet drain line carry by up to
50% further
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Engineered
for lasting
performance
We've redesigned our 503 and 503H
models to be more durable and provide
increased flushing performance. Our
enhanced design maintains the current
size for an easy upgrade of existing
Flushmate 503 and 503H systems.

MISO Testing Results for Flushmate 503
MaP scores represent the number of grams of solid waste (soybean
paste and toilet paper) that a particular toilet can flush and
remove completely from the fixture in a single flush. Chart data
provided by internal Flushmate Miso Extraction testing.
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1.28 gpf system for two-piece toilets

1.6 gpf system for one-piece and two-piece toilets

The improved 503 and 503H Series come preinstalled in your favorite toilet brands. Learn at flushmate.com/toilets
Retrofiting existing 503 and 503H Series is easy with our upgrade kits. Learn more at flushmate.com/upgrade-kits
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